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Abstract: Recommender systems can assist with decision-making by delivering a list of item recommendations tailored to user preferences. Context-aware recommender systems additionally consider
context information and adapt the recommendations to different situations. A process of context
matching, therefore, enables the system to utilize rating profiles in the matched contexts to produce
context-aware recommendations. However, it suffers from the sparsity problem since users may
not rate items in various context situations. One of the major solutions to alleviate the sparsity
issue is measuring the similarity of contexts and utilizing rating profiles with similar contexts to
build the recommendation model. In this paper, we summarize the context-aware collaborative
filtering methods using context similarity, and deliver an empirical comparison based on multiple
context-aware data sets.
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The problem of information overload [1,2] refers to the situation that a person can have
difficulty in understanding an issue and making decisions that can be caused by the presence of too much information. Recommender systems have been demonstrated to alleviate
information overload by producing recommendations tailored to user preferences. Several
recommendation algorithms have been built for item recommendations by exploiting users’
preference history, such as collaborative filtering [3,4], content-based recommenders [5],
hybrid approaches [6], and so forth.
In contrast to the traditional recommender systems, context-aware recommender
systems (CARS) [7,8] were proposed and developed in order to adapt the recommendations
to users’ preferences in different contextual situations. The underlying assumption is that a
user may make distinct decisions in different situations. For example, a user may choose
a different type of movie when he or she will watch the movie with a partner rather than
with kids. Furthermore, a user may choose a formal restaurant for a business dinner, but a
fast-food restaurant may be enough for having a quick lunch alone. Companion and occasion
are two context variables in these examples that may affect a user’s choice of the items.
Several recommendation algorithms were proposed for CARS, such as pre-filtering [7,9,10],
post-filtering [11,12], and contextual modeling [13–15] approaches. Taking pre-filtering approaches for example, we can use contexts to filter out irrelevant rating profiles, so the traditional recommendation algorithms can be applied to the remaining ratings. To predict a user’s
rating on a movie in contexts “at a cinema on a weekend with family”, the model expects to
use the ratings on the same item in the same contexts. However, the items may not be rated in
the exact contexts for multiple times, which results in the sparsity issue in CARS. Researchers
proposed to build different latent-factor models [13,14] to alleviate this issue, but we may have
difficulties to discover the insights or interpret the recommendations in these models. Another
popular solution is measuring context similarities so that rating profiles with similar contexts
can be utilized to build the recommendation model. The similarity of the contexts can also be
used to interpret the model or the contextual effects [16].
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In this paper, we deliver a mini review about context-aware collaborative filtering
(CACF) using context similarity. The major contributions can be summarized as follows.
•

•

Using context similarity is one of the major solutions to alleviate the sparsity issue
in CARS. In this paper, we summarize different approaches to measure the context
similarity, and discuss existing CACF approaches using context similarity.
We deliver an empirical comparison among these recommendation algorithms, including some classical CACF approaches that were proposed at the early stage, but not
compared with any existing research, such as the Chen’s method [17] in 2005.

The remainder of the article is organized as follows: Section 2 briefly reviews contextaware recommender systems and collaborative filtering. Section 3 introduces the classical
collaborative filtering as a preliminary. Section 4 illustrates and summarizes different CACF
approaches. Section 5 presents our empirical comparison among these CACF methods,
followed by the conclusion and future work in Section 6.
2. Related Work
In this section, we deliver the background of CARS, introduce CACF approaches,
and illustrate the sparsity issue in CARS.
2.1. Context-Aware Recommender Systems
Traditional recommendation problem can be modeled as a two-dimensional (2D)
prediction—R: Users × Items → Ratings, where the recommender system’s task is to predict
that user’s rating for that item. By contrast, context-aware recommender systems try to
additionally incorporate contexts to estimate user preferences, which turns the prediction
into a “multi-dimensional” (MD) rating function—R: Users × Items × Contexts → Ratings [8].
In other words, CARS tries to adapt to user’s preferences in different contextual situations.
The appropriate recommendations should be produced by taking context information into
account, since users’ tastes may vary from context to context.
Context is defined as “any information that can be used to characterize the situation of
an entity. An entity is a person, place, or object that is considered relevant to the interaction
between a user and an application, including the user and applications themselves” [18].
G. Adomavicius et al. [8] believed that context variables can be split according to two
factors—what a recommender system knows about a contextual factor (i.e., fully observable, partially observable, and unobservable) and how the contextual factor changes over
time (i.e., static, or dynamic). Therefore, CARS can be classified into two categories—one
is representational CARS in which the contextual variables are fully observed and static.
The other is interactional CARS in which contextual factors are not fully observed and
usually change dynamically in the process of interactions among users, items, and contexts, such as the session-based recommender systems [19,20]. In this paper, we limit our
discussion to the representational CARS.
Some recent development of CARS incorporated additional information into the
recommendation models to obtain further improvements. These additional information
include but not limited to trust information [21], social network [22], tag-based folksonomy [23], and so forth. In this paper, we only discuss the CARS models which were built
based on users’ contextual ratings on the items.
2.2. Context-Aware Collaborative Filtering
Traditional recommender systems usually use a variety of ways to adapt to user
preferences, such as collaborative [3,24], content-based [5], knowledge-based [25], and
hybrid [6] approaches. In CARS, researchers tried to incorporate contexts into these
traditional recommendation approaches, especially the collaborative filtering techniques.
Adomavicius [26] pointed out that there were usually three ways to incorporate
contexts into recommender systems. The contextual pre-filtering approaches [7,9,10] use
contexts as filters to filter out irrelevant rating profiles, and any traditional recommendation
algorithms can be applied to the remaining ratings to produce the recommendation list.
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The first approach in this category was the reduction-based approach or exact-filtering [7]
that performs an exact matching by using the whole or the reduced context variables.
Contextual post-filtering [11,12] methods apply a recommender first and then use contexts
as filters to filter out irrelevant recommendations. By contrast, contexts are considered as
one part in the prediction function in the contextual modeling approaches to build MD
recommenders directly, such as tensor factorization (TF) [14] and context-aware matrix
factorization (CAMF) [13].
Most of the existing research incorporates contexts into the memory-based [3,27] and
model-based [4,28,29] collaborative filtering by using the three methods above. With the
development of deep learning-based recommendation models [30], CARS have been built
on top of neural networks too. Most efforts by deep learning were devoted to the interactive
CARS, such as the session-based recommender systems [19,20]. Few of them [31–33] were
applied to representational CARS. However, none of these deep learning-based models
took advantage of context similarities.
2.3. Sparsity Issue in CARS
As mentioned before, a user may not rate items in different contexts for several
different times. This is well-known as the sparsity issue in CARS. For example, using
the exact matching by contexts may lead to limited or even no rating profiles left. As a
result, the recommendation models may not provide accurate or reliable recommendations,
or even do not work if there are no matched rating profiles.
There could be three solutions to alleviate this sparsity issue: First, we can reduce
the number of context variables. However, we may mistakenly remove contexts that are
useful. Moreover, the latent-factor models, such as the CARS algorithms based on matrix
factorization [13] or tensor factorization [14], can alleviate the sparsity issue. However, these
models may reduce the degree of transparency or the explainability of the recommendations.
In addition, researchers seek ways to measure context similarity, so that a larger proportion
of the rating profiles can be utilized in the recommendation models. The context similarity
can be utilized in a similar way to explain the recommendations as to the user–user or
item–item similarities in the neighborhood-based collaborative filtering (NBCF). We will
summarize and discuss these approaches in Section 4.
Our work in this paper specifically focuses on context-aware collaborative filtering using
context similarities in which we highlight the importance of context similarities in alleviating
the sparsity of CARS and provide an empirical comparison among related techniques.
3. Preliminary: Collaborative Filtering
In this section, we discuss the classical collaborative filtering algorithms for the traditional recommender systems.
3.1. Memory-Based Collaborative Filtering
The neighborhood-based collaborative filtering, such as user-based collaborative filtering (UBCF) [3] and item-based collaborative filtering [27], are the two most popular
memory-based collaborative filtering. Taking UBCF for example, it assumes a user’s preference on one item is close to a group of users’ taste on the same item. This group of
users should share similar preferences with the target user and is usually named as user
neighborhood.
∑ (r a,i − r̄ a ) × sim( a, u)
r̂u,i = r̄u +

a∈ Nu

∑ sim( a, u)

(1)

a∈ Nu

The standard prediction function in UBCF can be described by Equation (1), where u
is a user, i is an item, and Nu is the user neighborhood for user u. The algorithm calculates
r̂u,i , which is the predicted rating by user u on item i. The similarity between users u and
neighbor a can be computed from the ratings of their co-rated items based on popular
similarity measure (e.g., Pearson correlation, cosine similarity, etc.). Nu can be formed
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by the top-K similar neighbors based on the user–user similarities. It suffers from the
sparsity issue, since user-user similarities may not be reliable if the number of co-rated
items is limited.
3.2. Model-Based Collaborative Filtering
Matrix factorization (MF) [4] is one of the most effective model-based collaborative
filtering in the traditional recommender systems. In MF, both users and items are repre→
→
sented by latent-factor vectors, e.g., −
pu is used to denote a user vector, and −
qi as an item
vector. As a result, the rating prediction can be described by Equation (2).

→
→
r̂u,i = −
pu · −
qi

(2)

→
The values in −
pu can be considered as the weights on the factors that why the user u
→
likes an item, while the values in −
qi can represent how much an item i obtains these factors
or characteristics. Therefore, the dot product in Equation (2) can represent how user u likes
the item i.
→
→
r̂u,i = µ + bu + bi + −
pu · −
qi
(3)
−
→
−
→
Minimize
(r − r̂ )2 + λ(|| p ||2 + || q ||2 + b2 + b2 )
(4)
p∗,q∗,b∗

∑

u,i

u,i

u

i

u

i

(u,i )∈ Tr

Koren et al. [4] suggests adding the global rating (i.e., µ), user bias (i.e., bu ), and item
bias (i.e., bi ) in the rating prediction, as shown by Equation (3), to produce better rating
predictions. Stochastic gradient descent (SGD) or alternating least squares can minimize
the sum of squared errors by learning the user and item vectors, as well as the user and
item biases in the model. The loss function can be shown by Equation (4), where Tr is the
rating data set and ru,i refers to the known or real rating. λ refers to the regularization rate
assigned to the regularization term with L2 norm, as shown by Equation (4).
4. Context-Aware Collaborative Filtering Using Context Similarity
In this section, we discuss different ways to compute or learn the context similarity and
present the approaches that take advantages of context similarity to build better contextaware recommendation models. Finally, we discuss the advantages and disadvantages in
Section 4.6.
Some studies did not use context similarity directly in their models but derive a
similarity function to better calculate user–user [34–36] or item–item [36,37] similarities by
considering contexts. These works were excluded from our discussions in this section.
According to our literature reviews, we classify these approaches using context similarity into four categories—semantic similarity, matching-based similarity, inferred similarity
from ratings, and learned similarity representations—which can be described in Table 1.
In addition, we indicate the type of the collaborative filtering (NBCF or MF) the context similarity can be fused to, and which category of CARS algorithm (pre-filtering or contextual
modeling) they belong to.
We can observe that 9 out of 12 works built contextual modeling algorithms, and no
existing research incorporates context similarity into post-filtering models. Among these
four categories, only the work by Zheng et al. [38] proposed and learned different similarity
representations, while others tried to compute the context similarity based on the semantic
ontology [39] or existing ratings [7,10,40–42]. We discuss these techniques in the following
sections, respectively.
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Table 1. Summary of Context Similarity Approaches.
References
Semantic Similarity

Pre-Filtering

Inffered Similarity
from Ratings
Learned Similarity
Representations

NBCF

3

3

Liu et al. [39]
Kolahkaj et al. [43]
Adomavicius et al. [7],

Matching-based
Similarity

Contextual Modeling

3

3

Zheng et al. [40,41,44],
Gupta et al. [45]
Linda et al. [46]

3

3

Chen [17]

3

3

Codina et al. [10]
Ferdousi, et al. [42]

MF

3

3

Zheng et al. [38]

3

3

4.1. Terminology and Notations
To better describe the CARS algorithms, we introduce the terminology and notations in
this Section. In Table 2, there is one user u, one movie i, and three context variables—Time
(weekend or weekday), Location (at home or cinema), and Companion (alone, partner,
or family). In the following discussion, we use context dimension to denote the contextual
variable, e.g., “Location”. The term context condition refers to a specific value in a dimension,
e.g., “home” and “cinema” are two contextual conditions in “Location”. The contexts or
context situation is, therefore, a set of contextual conditions, e.g., weekend, home, or family.
Table 2. Contextual Ratings on Movies.
User

Item

Rating

Time

Location

Companion

u

i

3

weekend

home

alone

u

i

5

weekend

cinema

partner

u

i

?

weekday

home

family

The symbols or notations used in the following discussions are listed in Table 3.
Table 3. Notations.
Notation

Explanations

M, N, Z

the number of users, items, and context dimensions, respectively,

c, x, y

context situations

cE

a special context situation, with all dimensions as empty or N/A values.
a non-contextual rating can be viewed as a rating in c E

c1 , c2 , ...c Z

context conditions in the 1th, 2th, . . . , Zth dimension of the situation c

ru,i,c

rating given by user u on item i in context situation c

ru,i,ct

rating given by user u on item i in context condition ct

ru,i

rating given by user u on item i without considering contexts

Tr , Te

training and testing set, respectively,

4.2. Semantic Similarity
The notion of semantic similarity here only refers to the similarity of contexts from
the perspective of semantics in the contextual variables and conditions, i.e., the similarity
measured from the textual values. Taking companion at movie watching for example,
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“with sisters” may be more similar to “with family” rather than “with colleagues” from the
perspective of semantics. The work by Codina et al. [10] tried to infer context similarity
from rating behaviors, where we consider their work as inferred similarities from ratings,
instead of semantic similarities.
Liu et al. [39] proposed to treat numerical and nominal contexts differently in a case
study of hotel recommendations. They used a ratio value to represent context similarity
for the numerical context dimension and adopted an ontology to measure the context
similarity for nominal variables. Note that most of the context variables are categorical in
existing data sets for CARS. In their work, they built an ontology tree for the companion
in the trip scenario, e.g., traveling with children may be more similar with having a trip
with spouse rather than with friends. There are two concerns with this method—on one
hand, two contexts with a high context similarity usually infer that users may have similar
preferences in these two contextual situations, while it is not necessary to be consistent with
the semantic similarity. Taking companion at movie watching above for example again,
“with sisters” may be more similar to “with family” rather than “with colleagues” from the
perspective of semantics. However, the rating behaviors for watching movie “with sisters”
may be similar to “with colleagues”, but different from “with family”. On the other hand,
the semantic method is difficult to be generalized since it may need domain knowledge to
build an ontology.
Kolahkaj et al. [43] focused on the temporal and geographical contexts. More specifically, they used a time-decay function to measure the similarity between timestamps.
By contrast, they measured the spatial distance for the geographical contexts, if we have
the latitude and longitude information. A weighted sum of the temporal and geographical
context similarity can be considered as the similarity between two context situations. They
take advantage of the temporal and geographical semantics. However, temporal and
geographical contexts are usually represented in nominal values in most of the existing
context-aware data, e.g., a “time” dimension may have “weekend, weekday, morning,
evening” as the conditions, while a “location” may have context conditions such as “at
home or at work”.
4.3. Matching-Based Similarity
We consider context matching as a special case in measuring context similarity. There
are usually two approaches—exact matching and weighted matching. The reduction-based
approach proposed by Adomavicius et al. [7] is an exact-matching method that filters
out rating profiles not-matched with the given contexts. Afterwards, any traditional
recommendation algorithms (e.g., UBCF, MF, etc.) can be applied to the remaining rating
profiles. The differential context relaxation (DCR) by Zheng et al. [40] used the exact
matching in relaxed contexts. They decomposed the rating prediction function in UBCF
into four components—neighbor selection, neighbor contribution, calculation of user-user
similarities, and average rating of the target user, as shown by Figure 1. For each component,
they proposed to perform an exact matching on selected or relaxed context dimensions.
Taking the data shown in Table 2 for example, we can use time and location in the exact
matching for the neighbor selection process but use time and companion in the neighbor
contribution component. They proposed to use binary particle swarm optimizer [47]
to learn the best selected or relaxed context dimensions for each component, where the
solution can be encoded by a binary vector, so that the value of one indicates that the
dimension is selected, and zero tells the dimension is not selected in the context relaxation.
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Neighbor contribution

User-user similarities

Neighbor selection

,
Average rating

Figure 1. Four components in UBCF.

Zheng et al. [41] also proposed the weighted matching method which is referred to
differential context weighting (DCW). Instead of an exact matching for the four components
in the UBCF, they suggested to calculate context similarity and set a minimal threshold to
have a set of rating profiles for each component. More specifically, they assigned a weight
for each context dimension, and adopted a weighted Jaccard metric to calculate the context
similarity, as shown by Equation (5), where x and y are two context situations, w is the
weighting vector for context dimensions, Z is the number of context dimensions, and f
refers to the index of matched context dimensions between x and y. Only the weights on
the matched dimensions will be contributed to the similarity computations.
sim( x, y, w) =

∑ f ∈ x ∩y w f
∑tZ=1 wt

(5)

Accordingly, particle swarm optimizer [48] can be adopted to learn these weights in
DCW. More specifically, the weights for each context dimension (i.e., wt in Equation (5)) is
encoded by a vector or real values which can further optimized by a process of populationbased heuristic search (e.g., particle swarm optimizer or genetic algorithm).
There are several extensions to these DCR and DCW recommendation models. For example, Linda et al. [46] proposed to utilize real-coded genetic algorithm [49] to learn the
weights in DCW. Gupta et al. [45] tried different weighted similarity measures (e.g., cosine
similarity, Dice’s coefficient, etc.) rather than the Jaccard metric, while they all are weighted
matching based similarity, since nominal context conditions need to be transformed into
binary values in the computations. Recently, the non-dominated DCR and DCW [44]
were proposed. Context relaxation and context weighting were reused in these models,
but they utilize a dominance relation to select better neighbors that can be referred as “nondominated user neighbors”. These neighbors are defined as the neighbors that dominate
others from different perspectives of the user-user similarities, such as the user-user similarities based on co-rated items and co-rated context dimensions or conditions. They were
demonstrated as better improvements over DCR and DCW in the rating prediction task.
4.4. Inferred Similarity from Ratings
Chen [17] first proposed to utilize context similarity in collaborative filtering in 2005,
but these methods were not evaluated since there were no context-aware data sets available.
It is surprising that the following research after 2005 did not evaluate Chen’s methods
too. Given two situations x and c, Chen proposed to measure similarity of them at tth
dimension with respect to an item i by Equation (6). M refers to the number of users in the
data, and ru,i,xt is used to denote a rating given by user u on item i in the context condition
xt , while r¯i refers to the average rating on item i.
sim(ct , xt , i ) = q

∑uM=1 (ru,i,ct − r¯i ) · (ru,i,xt − r¯i )
q
∑uM=1 (ru,i,ct − r¯i )2 ∑uM=1 (ru,i,xt − r¯i )2

(6)

Therefore, the predicted rating by u on item i in context situation c can be represented
by Equation (7), while Nc denotes a set of similar context situations with c. The context
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similarity between two situations with respect to i can be an average over all dimensions as
shown by Equation (8).
∑ x∈ Nc ru,i,x · sim(c, x, i )
r̂u,i,c =
(7)
∑ x∈ Nc sim(c, x, i )
sim(c, x, i ) =

1
Z

Z

∑ sim(ct , xt , i)

(8)

t =1

Or the user neighborhood can be utilized to produce the final prediction as shown
by Equation (9). If neighbor a’s rating r a,i,c is not available, it can be estimated from
Equation (7).
∑ a∈ Nu (r a,i,c − r¯a ) · sim( a, u)
r̂u,i,c = r¯u +
(9)
∑ a∈ Nu sim( a, u)
We use “Chen1 ” to denote the rating prediction by Equation (7) and “Chen2 ” for
the method in Equation (9). Chen’s methods suffer from sparsity issues seriously. In
Equation (6), it is not guaranteed that a user has rating on an item i, not to mention the
rating in context condition ct , which results in inaccurate computation of context similarity
with respect to item i in Equation (8).
Alternatively, Codina et al. [10] and Ferdousi, et al. [42] proposed to use a distributed
vector to represent context conditions and dimensions. More specifically, the semantic
pre-filtering (SPF) method by Codina et al. [10] first computed the influence of the condition
ct on the item i, denoted by wi,ct , as shown by Equation (10). We use Ri,ct to denote the set
of ratings on the item i in context condition ct , and β is a decay factor.
wi,ct =

1
| Ri,ct | + β r

∑

(ru,i,ct − r̂u,i )

(10)

u,i,ct eRi,ct

By this way, we can build a condition-item matrix in which rows are the unique context
conditions in the data set, columns are the items, and the matrix can be filled by the influence
of the condition ct on the item it above. Each context condition is therefore represented by
an influence vector over all items. A context situation c can be represented by the average
vector over its condition vectors, and a cosine similarity is used to compute the similarity
between two situations. A minimal similarity threshold can be set up to filter-out dissimilar
rating profiles in the pre-filtering setting. Traditional recommendation algorithms, such
as MF, can be applied to the remaining ratings to produce rating predictions or the list
of recommendations.
Ferdousi, et al. [42] proposed a correlation-based pre-filtering (CBPF), which is a
similar pre-filtering method with SPF. The influence of the condition ct on the item it,
wi,ct , was computed by the Pearson correlation between a rating entry in the data and the
context condition ct . After that, a context situation c is representation by a vector which is
a concatenation of the condition vectors, as shown by Figure 2. The calculation of wi,ct in
CBPF has significant computational costs since it must visit all rating entries and context
conditions. Ferdousi, et al. suggested to compute wi,ct on an item-cluster basis, instead of
an influence on the item basis [42]. They clustered the items over item content features and
demonstrated that it was able to speed up the computation process.

Figure 2. A context situation is a concatenation of the condition vectors.

All these methods in this category rely on the independent assumptions, so that the
similarity of context situations can be aggregated from context conditions. There may be
dependency among contexts. Given one example in movie watching, a user might prefer
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to watch movie at cinema if it is weekend, since he or she may have time on the weekend to
drive to the cinema.
4.5. Learned Similarity Representations
Zheng et al. [38] proposed to learn different similarity representations. The general
rating prediction function can be described by Equation (11) in which the non-contextual
rating r̂u,i is estimated by the dot product of the user and item vectors in matrix factorization.
The function estimates a contextual rating from non-contextual rating by multiplying with
the context similarity between a regular situation c and the empty contexts c E . For example,
c could be {at home, at weekend, with parents}, while c E refers to {N/A, N/A, N/A}
which is a special context situation to denote the empty or unknown contexts. It can also be
a function from the perspective of transfer learning. Namely, the context similarity is used
to transfer user preferences without considering contexts to user preferences in specific
context situations.
→
→
r̂u,i,c = −
pu · −
qi · sim(c, c E )
(11)
Three similarity representations were proposed—independent context similarity (ICS),
latent context similarity (LCS) and multi-dimensional context similarity (MCS). In ICS,
the model initializes a similarity value (in [0, 1]) for each pair of the context conditions
from a same context dimension, e.g., similarities for <at home, at cinema>, <weekend,
weekday>, and so forth. The context similarity between c and x situations can be depicted
by Equation (12) which is a multiplication of the similarity of conditions in each dimension.
Note that, sim(ct , xt ) were initialized at the beginning, and they can be learned together by
using the SGD towards the sum of squared loss.
Z

sim(c, x ) =

∏ sim(ct , xt )

(12)

t =1

The representation by ICS may be affected by the sparsity issue. For example, we need
the similarity between “at home” and “at cinema”, but this pair was never learned since it
did not appear in the training set. LCS can alleviate this issue by representing each context
condition as a latent-factor vector. The dot-product of the vectors can be considered as the
similarity between two conditions, while Equation (12) can also be applied to measure the
similarity between two context situations.
LCS can alleviate the problems in ICS, but it is possible that the vector representation
for a context condition is never trained due to the sparsity. MCS may be able to further
alleviate the sparsity problem. To better understand MCS, we visualized the approach
by Figure 3. Each context dimension is considered as an axis in the multi-dimensional
space. Each condition is initialized with a real value. By this way, each contextual situation
is mapped to a point in the space. The dissimilarity between two contextual situations
can be captured by the Euclidean distance between the mapped points. The model can
learn the real values for each context condition, so that the similarity can be adjusted in the
optimization process.
ICS, LCS, and MCS can be considered as general ways to represent context similarity.
Theoretically, a contextual rating in situation c can be estimated from rating in another
situation x by multiplying with the context similarity between c and x. The prediction
function in Equation (11) utilizes the rating in c E as a source, to reduce the complexity and
further alleviate the sparsity issue. The algorithms based on LCS and MCS were optimized
on a relaxed loss function, e.g., the dot product is used to represent context similarity in LCS.
In this case, the output in Equation (11) is not guaranteed to stay in the original rating scale,
but it can be considered as ranking score to sort and rank items. Therefore, the methods
based on LCS and MCS are used for top-N recommendations only, while the algorithm
based on ICS can be used for both rating predictions and top-N recommendations.
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Figure 3. Visualization of multi-dimensional space in MCS.

4.6. Summary: Pros and Cons
Among the five categories of these context similarities, the semantic similarity may
only work in limited applications. On the one hand, it requires domain knowledge to build
the ontology for the purpose of semantic similarities. On the other hand, the semantic
similarities may not be consistent with context similarities. User will probably give similar
ratings on the items in two similar context situations, but these contexts may not be
necessary to be semantically similar. The matching-based similarities and the inferred
similarities from ratings can be generally applied to any CARS, but they may suffer from
the sparsity issue, since we may not have enough knowledge to deliver reliable similarity
values. The learned similarity representations can be optimized by the recommendation
models. They may help to improve the recommendation qualities. However, there are
more parameters to be learned, and it is difficult to explain the latent representations.
5. Experiments and Results
In this section, we introduce the contextual data sets and evaluation protocols for
experiments, and discuss our experimental results and findings.
5.1. Contextual Data Sets
Due to the difficulty in context collection, there is a limited number of contextual
data sets available for research. We selected six data sets as shown in Table 4, and most
of them can be found from this data repository (https://github.com/irecsys/CARSKit/
tree/master/context-aware_data_sets, accessed around 1 August 2021). The data are small,
since most of them were collected from user surveys. In real practice, a user may not
consume or rate an item for several times in different context situations.
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Table 4. List of Contextual Data Sets.
Food

Restaurant

CoMoDa

Music

STS

Frappe

# of users

212

50

121

42

325

957

# of items

20

40

1232

139

249

4082

# of context dimensions

2

2

8

5

11

3

# of context conditions

8

7

37

21

53

14

# of ratings

6360

2309

2292

3251

2354

87,580

Rating scale

1–5

1–5

1–5

1–5

1–5

0–4.46

Density

•

•

•

•

•

•

9.4%

9.6%

1.4 ×

10−7

3.8 ×

10−4

1.3 ×

10−9

9.4 × 10−5

The Food data [50] was collected from surveys in which the subjects were asked to give
ratings on Japanese food menus in two contextual dimensions: degree of hungriness
in real situations, and degree of hungriness in assumed or imagined situations. Typical
context conditions in these two dimensions are full, hungry, and normal. This is a
good data set for exploring contextual preferences, since each user gave multiple
ratings on a same item in different contexts.
The Restaurant data [11] is also a data set collected from a survey. Subjects gave ratings
to the popular restaurants in Tijuana, Mexico, by considering two contextual variables:
time and location.
The CoMoDa data [51] is a publicly available context-aware movie data collected from
surveys. There are 12 context dimensions that captured users’ various situations,
including mood, weather, time, location, companion, etc.
The South Tyrol Suggests (STS) data [52] was collected from a mobile app that provides context-aware suggestions for attractions, events, public services, restaurants,
and much more for South Tyrol. There are 14 contextual dimensions, such as budget,
companion, daytime, mood, season, weather, etc.
The Music data [53] was collected from InCarMusic, which is a mobile application
(Android) offering music recommendations to the passengers of a car. Users are
requested to enter ratings for some items using a web application. The contextual
dimensions include driving style, road type, landscape, sleepiness, traffic conditions,
mood, weather, and natural phenomena.
The Frappe data [54] comes from the mobile usage in the app named Frappe, which is
a context-aware app discovery tool that will recommend the right apps for the right
moment. We used three context dimensions for experimental evaluations, including
time of the day, day of the week, and location. This data captures the frequencies of
an app used by each user within 2 months.

5.2. Evaluation Protocols
We use 5-fold cross validation for all the data sets above and evaluate different contextaware recommendation models based on the rating prediction task and top-10 recommendation task by using the CARSKit library [55], which is a Java-based open-source library
for context-aware recommendations.
In the rating predictions, we use mean absolute error (MAE) as the metric, as shown
by Equation (13), while Te refers to the test set.
MAE =

1
∑ |ru,i,c − r̂u,i,c |
| Te | (u,i,c
)∈ T

(13)

e

In terms of the top-10 recommendations, we evaluate the relevance and ranking quality
by F1 measure and normalized discounted cumulative gain (NDCG) [56]. The precision is
the fraction of recommendations that are relevant, while recall is the fraction of relevant
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items that were recommended. F1 is the metric which combined precision and recall,
as shown in Equation (14).
precision · recall
F1 = 2 ·
(14)
precision + recall
NDCG a metric for listwise ranking in the well-known learning-to-rank methods.
Assuming each user u has a “gain” gui from being recommended an item i, the average
Discounted Cumulative Gain (DCG) for a list of J items is defined in Equation (15).
DCG =

1
N

N

J

gui j

∑ ∑ max(1, logb j))

(15)

u =1 j =1

where the logarithm base is a free parameter, typically between 2 and 10. A logarithm with
base 2 is commonly used to ensure all positions are discounted. NDCG is the normalized
version of DCG given by Equation (16), where DCG ∗ is the ideal DCG, i.e., the maximum
possible DCG.
DCG
NDCG =
(16)
DCG ∗
In traditional recommender systems, we may produce a list of recommenders given a
user. In CARS, we recommend items given a user and the specific context situation. An example of NDCG calculation can be followed by the workflow described in Algorithm 1.
For each unique pair of a user u and a context situation c in the test set, we retrieval the
Truth and the list of top-N recommendations ListTopN , so that
list of the ground truth Listu,c
u,c
the NDCG for the pair u and c can be obtained. We achieve the NDCG for each user by
averaging the NDCG values over all user and context situation pairs, and finally output
the NDCG by an average value over all users. It results in small values in these metrics,
since a user may not rate several items in a same context situation.
Algorithm 1: Calculation of NDCG in CARS.
NDCG = [];
for each unique user in test set do
u = current user;
NDCGu = [];
for each unique pair of user u and context situation c in test set do
Truth = the ranked list of items associated with (u, c) in test set;
Listu,c
TopN

Listu,c = the top-N recommendation list associated with (u, c);
TopN
Truth ) by Equation (16);
NDCGu,c = NDCG(Listu,c , Listu,c
NDCGu .append(NDCGu,c );
end
NDCG.append(mean(NDCGu ));
end
ndcg_final = mean(NDCGu )
In our experiments, we compared different CACF models that are listed as follows.
•

CACF using context similarity.
–

–

Exact filtering (EF), which is the reduction approach proposed by Adomavicius et al. [7]. We use the contexts for exact filtering and apply MF in the remaining
rating profiles to produce recommendations.
DCR uses the exact filtering on relaxed contexts, and DCW calculates context
similarity based on a weighted matching. We present the results based on the
non-dominated simplified DCR and DCW (i.e., noted by NDs -DCR and NDs DCW), which are the latest variants of the DCR and DCW models mentioned in
Section 4.3.
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–
–

–
•

Chen’s method including Chen1 and Chen2 that use the prediction function by
Equations (7) and (9), respectively.
SPF [10] and CBPF [42], which are two pre-filtering methods that rely on the
context similarity based on the distributed vector representation for the context
conditions. Note that CBPF runs slowly if there are several items and context
conditions. The authors suggested to build the correlations on item clusters to
speed up the computation process. We used K-Means clustering to build ten item
clusters for the CoModa and Frappe data.
Context-aware matrix factorization using ICS, LCS, and MCS [38], which learns
different similarity representations.

Other CACF methods.
–
–

–

UISplitting [57], which is a pre-filtering model that combines user splitting and
item splitting.
Context-aware matrix factorization (CAMF) [13], which learns a bias for each
context condition. We use the version that assumes this bias is associated with
an item. Namely, the bias for a same context condition may vary from items to
items.
Tensor factorization (TF) [14], which considers each context variance as an individual dimension in the tensor CANDECOMP/PARAFAC decomposition [58].

Note that we did not add the models using semantic similarity to measure context
similarity, since we do not have domain knowledge to build the ontology for each contextual
data set.
5.3. Results and Discussions
We present the experimental results in this section. Particularly, we wish to explore
the following questions.
•
•
•

Which one is the winner in terms of the comparison between CACF using context
similarity and other CACF approaches?
Which approach is the best among these CACF using context similarity?
Among the three categories of CACF using context similarity (i.e., matching-based
similarity, inferred similarity, learned similarity), which method is the best in each
category?

5.3.1. Performance on Rating Predictions
First, we focus on the performance on the rating prediction task by different CARS
models. The results based on MAE are shown in Table 5, where the numbers in bold and
italic are the best results by CACF using context similarity, and the underlined values tell
the best results by other CACF methods. We further compared the best model from these
two categories (i.e., using context similarity or not), and use * to indicate significance at
95% confidence level.
According to Table 5, we can observe that CACF using context similarity may produce
predicted ratings with lower MAE in comparison with other CACF approaches. More
specifically, NDs -DCW delivers significant lower MAE on three data sets (i.e., food, restaurant and CoMoDa) than the ones by the UISplitting which is the best performing CACF
using other methods rather than context similarity. UISplitting can produce lower MAE on
other three data sets, but there are no significant differences with the CACF model using
context similarity (e.g., ICS on the music data, SPF on the STS data, and NDs -DCW on the
Frappe data).
Among the models using matching-based context similarity (i.e., EF, NDs -DCR, NDs DCW), NDs -DCW is clear winner. In terms of the approaches using inferred similarities
(i.e., Chen1 , Chen2 , SPF and CBPF), SPF is the overall winner, while Chen1 method can beat
SPF on the music data and obtain comparable results on the CoMoDa data. Regarding the
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learned similarity representations, only ICS is applied for rating predictions, while LCS
and MCS were developed for top-N recommendations only.
Table 5. MAE Results.
Food

Restaurant

CoMoDa

Music

STS

Frappe

EF

0.900

1.026

0.833

1.165

0.961

0.409

NDs -DCR

0.740

0.787

0.726

1.092

0.934

0.386

NDs -DCW

0.725 *

0.735 *

0.726 *

1.048

0.923

0.379

Chen1

1.105

1.010

0.846

0.686

1.020

0.527

Chen2

1.023

1.090

0.857

1.110

0.952

0.563

SPF

0.900

0.808

0.819

0.918

0.900

0.382

CBPF

1.068

0.972

0.830

1.110

1.060

0.402

ICS

0.858

0.825

0.777

0.678

0.986

0.388

UISplitting

0.805

0.813

0.775

0.657

0.893

0.378

CAMF

0.845

0.860

0.795

0.727

1.019

0.398

TF

0.966

0.945

0.858

0.864

0.916

0.392

5.3.2. Performance on Top-10 Recommendations
The performance based on the top-10 item recommendations can be depicted by
Figure 4. In our experiments, we tuned up parameters for the rating prediction and top-10
recommendations, respectively. Therefore, the patterns in the top-10 recommendations
may not be consistent with the results in the rating prediction task.
In Figure 4, we use bars to denote the results of F1 measure with respect to the y-axis
on the left. The curve in the figure tells the results in NDCG with respect to the y-axis on
the right.
The comparison of the CACF using context similarity with other CACF methods,
the CACF using learned context similarities (i.e., ICS, LCS, MCS) can be considered as the
overall winner, except the CoMoDa data where UISplitting and CAMF work better, and the
Frappe data where NDs -DCW and Chen1 methods can produce better F1 scores.
NDs -DCW is the best performing CACF using matching-based context similarity.
The only exception is shown on the food data where EF works better. As mentioned before,
the food data is a rating data with dense contextual ratings—each subject was asked for rate
selected items in all six contextual situations. It is not surprising that EF can work better
than NDs -DCW in this case. NDs -DCW generally works better than others in the rating
prediction task, but its performance on top-N recommendations is not as good as the ones
in the rating predictions. One of the underlying reasons is that we used sum of squared
prediction errors as the fitness function in particle swarm intelligence. By switching to
using ranking metrics as the fitness function, its performance on top-N recommendations
may be improved. However, the computational cost will also be increased significantly.
In contrast, there are no clear patterns in the CACF using inferred context similarities.
Chen’s methods perform better than SPF and CBPF on the music, STS, and Frappe data,
while SPF works better than others slightly on the food and CoMoDa data. CBPF seems to
perform well on the data sets with dense ratings, such as the food and restaurant data.
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Figure 4. Results of top-10 recommendations.

The CACF models using learned context similarities (i.e., ICS, LCS, and MCS) generally
perform well on the top-10 recommendations. The method based on MCS shows significant
advantages over ICS and LCS on the CoMoDa and Frappe data. There is no clear winner
between ICS and LCS. LCS is expected to further alleviate the sparsity issue, but there are
also more parameters to be learned in LCS in comparison with ICS.
Frappe is the only large data in our experiments. The NBCF works better than MF
on this data, if we do not consider context information. Therefore, the CARS models built
on NBCF (e.g., EF, NDs -DCR, NDs -DCW, and Chen’s methods) usually outperform the
models built upon MF (e.g., SPF, CBPF, ICS, LCS, MCS) on the Frappe data. Surprisingly,
the context-aware matrix factorization using MCS presents improved performance in
comparison with other CACF models based on MF. It infers the potential advantages of
MCS in context-aware recommendations.
6. Conclusions and Future Work
Context-aware recommender systems were built and developed based on the assumption that a user’s decisions or preferences on the items may vary from contexts to contexts.
However, the recommendation models may suffer from the sparsity issue, while one of the
solutions is measuring and utilizing the context similarity in the recommendation approach.
This article delivers a review of existing context-aware collaborative filtering models
using context similarity. Particularly, we also provide an empirical study of these models
based on six real-world contextual rating data sets. Our experimental results showed that
using context similarity can alleviate the sparsity issue and improve the recommendation
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models. More specifically, the models based on the matching-based context similarity
may perform well in the rating prediction task, while the context-aware collaborative
filtering approaches using learned context similarity usually work better in the top-N
recommendations.
There are two promising research directions that could be considered in our future
work. First, most methods measuring context similarity ignores the dependency among
the context dimensions or conditions. Taking the dependency into consideration may be
able to produce more accuracy and reliable context similarities. In addition, it is interesting to explore new approaches to incorporate context similarity in deep learning-based
recommendation models.
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